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Audio & Video
From Dan Durda:
http://www.spacecraftfilms.com/
I don’t know what the quality is like, but I just
ran across this link while checking out a story
on Space.com. Having watched all the EVA video
(hours and hours) from all the Apollo missions,
I can tell you that if the quality is even simply
decent, these will be a lot of fun...
Ed. Note: I can vouch for the quality. Spacecraft
Films’ Mark Gray has been scouring NASA and
the National Archives for the very best footage
and has assembled some great DVDs. Check
them out.

Telescopes and Observing
From Don Davis:
The amazing images people are gathering
with privately owned equipment continues to
outdo earlier standards of excellence. At http:
//www.ghgcorp.com/egrafton/ can be seen planetary images whose quality is simply amazing.
Mars appears to be steadily evolving new markings. There is also a Saturn image which appears to resolve the outer ‘Enke’ division of the
‘A’ ring! Of the several CCD imaging sites linked
to this one, that of Kunihiko Okano contains an
incredible closeup of Hyakutake, at
http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~rt6k-okn/hyakutak.jpg

Enjoy.

IAAA Changes
As you can see from the boxes on the right, a
couple of changes have occured in the IAAA officer positions. Joy Day has been confirmed as
Director of Exhibitions, and Dr. Dirk Terrel has
taken over the spot of Membership Secretary.
Kim Poor has stepped down from the Membership position for personal reasons, and his years
of service to the space art community has been
noted by IAAA President Kara Szathmary. More
about the 2003 makeup of the IAAA in the January-February 2003 issue, coming soon.
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I won’t go into the various and sundry reasons why I missed an issue this
year, taking over the reins as editor from Jon Ramer, but suffice it to say that I have
had to spend more time than expected committing words and pictures to paper. Jon
did a fine job and has provided me with all of the content and administrative bits I
need to continue getting the newsletter out.
For those IAAA members who may have joined only in the last couple of
years, I did this job once before, as editor of PARALLAX, the initial newsletter some
2.5 billion years ago. Okay, more like 21 years ago. Long enough to have endured
major changes in life and career, enjoyed good times and weathered losses of friends
and family members, and to have drifted away from IAAA. But also long enough to
confirm to me that space art is still the wondrous place that I remember.
As one who has always been intensely interested in art, science, space, and
engineering, I never really broke all ties with the IAAA. As a working space artist,
however, I got rusty, allowing my acrylics to sit in bottles and my airbrushes to go untouched in storage. I strayed purposefully into television and film design, and though
I worked at the same desk for some fifteen years on challenging science fiction
concepts, I watched from the sidelines as space art in the real world continued developing. Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on your point of view), the computer
has become a major tool for all of us, so I am reactivating the airbrushes and acrylics
at my leisure while I toil with Photoshop layers, terrain models, and 3-D objects in
Lightwave. As the “muscle memory” of mixing paint and hissing air returns over time,
augmented by understanding digital elevation files and Wacom tablet settings, I will
work to compile all that is new and interesting in astronomical art in these pages.

“Grand Universe” by Gary Tonge
This image is one of a four-part series by Gary Tonge, which “portrays the ʻseven inhabited superuniverses.ʼ I have placed our planetʼs relative position in the image to show its coordinates within
the seventh of the superuniverses as they orbit the creational centre.” ©2002 Gary Tonge

How PULSAR is Changing
With sufficient artwork submissions and articles, we should be able to
expand PULSAR to at least sixteen pages, up from the current twelve. On the next
page is a list of department headings for PULSAR for the foreseeable future. If anyone
has other ideas for headings, please speak up. I’d like to believe that we can run at
least one item for each heading for each issue of the newsletter; the space art world
is alive and well, it seems, and aside from the daily banter on the IAAA email list,
Cover: “Exploration” by Frank Hettick. Frank writes: “‘Exploration’ is a limited edition print that I did in mid-2002. It depicts a space-ship of the ‘needle-nosed, with
guidance fins and wings’ styling that was the popular and most recognized version in
the late 1940s and early 1950s. This scene is on the moon of a large gaseous planet.
A storm is coming that may separate the explorers from their ship – or perhaps the
‘storm’ is just the typical atmospheric condition on this moon!” ©2002 Frank Hettick.
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“Earth Remembered” by Frank Hettick

“This space-farer is gazing towards – what? Maybe the base just out of our sight in the lowlands
behind the ridgeline – or perhaps the emptiness of the landscape as he searches for his ship? Maybe
– as the title suggests – he is remembering a time when he, or his ancestors, lived on a planet called
Earth – and which should be visible just about now!” ©2002 Frank Hettick
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SPACE SCIENCE NOTES cont.

we ought to be able to generate a lot more talk about the field. As has been rightly
pointed out to me, some folks get their IAAA news only from the newsletter, since
they’re not online. It’s my pledge to give them their money’s worth!
I’ll give a general call for words and pictures related to certain topics. If, say,
we plan to run an issue with an emphasis on extrasolar planets, it’ll be in plenty of
time to ask for submissions and conduct email Q&A on the subject.
Materials and Techniques
Before the computer became a major tool in generating space art, we
worked (and still work) with illustration board, canvas, oils, acrylics, and all of the
other implements of the “traditional” artist. This section will offer new products, tips
& tricks, and general discussion on painting and other art forms. Studio organization,
storage, and planning projects will be included.
Business
Here we’ll cover list discussions on running your art business, from business
licenses to taxes to promotion. As a subsection of Business, we’ll include entries for
a Space Artist’s Market whenever they come up. These may not be terribly timely in
print, but publishing contacts are still worth hanging onto. Since we are international
in scope, we will strive to cover business operations in other countries, so IAAA members outside the US are encouraged to contribute info for their particular situation.
Workshops
News of IAAA Workshops in geologically or technologically interesting locations will be featured here. Look for announcements of upcoming workshops, plus
travel and lodging arrangements.

At long last a colour image has been released from Mars Odyssey, looking
down into the dark rusty brown Candor Chasma, at:
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA03738
This colour image is a rarity in present Mars exploration because it uses a
green colour channel as well as a red and blue one. Unfortunately most of those involved in Mars exploration from orbit see no value in natural color images using registered Red, Green, and Blue filtered images. In almost all the pictures of Mars from
orbit the green channel is faked by combining the red and blue images. The assumption is made that there is nothing to be seen in the green band, although there must
be some unique effects such a channel would contribute. Sadly, few of the people in a
position to do something about it see any value to natural colour planetary photos. It
has gotten so bad that they use the term ‘pretty pictures’ derisively. They have become
‘out of touch’ and regard Public Relations as a burden. I have taken Hubble images,
surprisingly the only RGB colour spacecraft pictures of Mars made in decades, and
tried to fake a green channel as is currently done. The results suggest you can come
close but not quite the same as a view from proper visual vavelengths. Some yellower
details are supressed without a green channel. This is more than an academic point
as we attempt to use spaccraft images as reference material for our art. The better
the colour fidelity of the images we refer to the more educated our choices of how to
portray these things will be.
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Exhibitions
News of IAAA artwork exhibitions, such as THE ARTIST’S UNIVERSE traveling show, and other shows featuring IAAA members, will be found here.
Pulsar Gallery
Artwork submissions from IAAA members will be shown here, with explanatory notes, and in color when feasible.
Membership Ops
Check here for news about membership types, renewals, and dues.
Computer Ops
This section will cover all computer applications related to space art and
astronomy, including browsers, terrain generators, image processors, vector art
apps, planetarium programs, 3-D modelers and renderers, and color printers. I’m a
Mac person and can cover a lot of that platform, but any clearly written news helpful
to PC persons would be appreciated. Interesting URLs on the net will be covered here
as well as in the other major headings below.
Books & Magazines
Pretty simple there; the latest interesting books and magazines featuring
space subjects and space art will be discussed. I don’t get all the latest astro mags,
Winter 2002
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so anyone who does is encouraged to give me a heads-up on who among us has work
in print. That happens on the email list a lot already, so I’ll compile what I find.
Audio and Video
Same basic idea; any audio or video releases of interest to space artists
will be mentioned. This will include documentaries and relevant science fiction films
featuring space-related themes and visual effects. Again, I’ll scour the list for info, but
heads-ups from members will be highly appreciated.
Space Science
Topics covered here will range from remote sensing to astrophysics to cratering to atmospheres and everything in between.
Space Engineering
Since space art often includes renditions of the hardware that gets us out
into space, we will occasionally cover historical, current, and future launch vehicles
and spacecraft.
Et Cetera
Models, globes, toys, and other miscellaneous topics will end up here, if they
are of help or interest to the space artist.
Telescopes and Observing
Many IAAA members do observing in their professions, others do it as a
hobby, and all observing discussions will be run here.

ters, and at 1-cm size put in sixteen craters! If you take a small dirt clod or make an
plaster ball or take any breakable object, and drop it or tap it and break it, you will see
roughly this size distribution. One reason many early paintings of the moon looked
unnatural is that people put in too many of the same sized craters. Incidentally, below
the size of 1 km, this size distribution steepens noticeably, and when you go down by a
factor 2 in size, you must put in more like 8 times as many craters! This is why there is
so much softening and sandblasting of the lunar mountains by small impactors.
2. Overlap
The craters really formed in random order, but we usually see only small ones on top
of big ones, not the other way around. You could imagine part of a small circle sticking out from behind the rim of the big one, but in reality, the bigger one throws out so
much ejecta that it covers small ones in the area, and that’s why you see only small
ones overlapped on big ones. It’s not that sizes got smaller.
3. Erosion/degradation
The hardest thing for me in painting cratered terrain is that old, large craters exist on
any surface that are rounded, eroded, softened in profile, and they contrast with the
freshed craters with their sharp rims. Someone you need to start with old shallow
features and then build up to sharper, younger features, at the same time applying
items 1 and 2 above. I’ve never mastered it. In my opinion, Joe Tucciarone is the
IAAA master at getting this right!

IAAA History
The IAAA formed back in the early 1980s, on the heels of the COSMOS series
art effort and the first Planetfest gathering in Pasadena, California in 1981. We will
run occasional pieces on the early days of the organization.
I’m a fairly conservative designer, so you’ll see perhaps fewer fonts and
graphic gimmicks in a typical issue; that’s just my personal style. We’ll be adding
more color, especially with the current availability of color copiers and inkjet printers.
Also, the art and articles running in PULSAR will be available for viewing on the IAAA
website (http://www.iaaa.org).
Here’s hoping you’ve had a happy 2002 holiday season, and looking forward
(and up!) to an artistically satisfying and productive 2003.
Rick Sternbach

Two notes from Don Davis:

2002 Rudaux Award Winners Announced

First of all, a rare image of scientific and esthetic value from the ‘space station’, a
view of the recent total solar eclipse as the shadow of the Moon travelled across the
Earth (see picture, above), at:

In the winter of 2000, the International Association of Astronomical Artists created
a “Hall of Fame” to which celebrated masters of the genre of Space Art would be
inducted. Selecting a name to represent this distinguished and prestigious honor, in
recognition and in acknowledgement for lifetime contributions to astronomical art,
the IAAA instituted the Lucien Rudaux Memorial Award. Presented initially, and posthumously, to Lucien Rudaux himself, Chesley Bonestell and Ludek Pesek, the IAAA
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http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/station/crew-6/hires/iss006e05070.jpg
Note along the ‘deepest’ portion of the shadow the reddening effect of unilluminated
air filtering the light beyond, an effect often seen strikingly as a golden to reddish
horizon glow during totality from the ground. g
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The Strange Case of Tupan Caldera cont.

SPACE SCIENCE

Galileo flew through. The 500 km plume was the most powerful yet seen, and was
lofted by a volcano called Pillan. Pillaen vents are the source of Io’s mysterious high
temperatures. The superheated Pillaen eruptions seem to be unique in the solar
system today. But early in Earth’s history, high magnesium lava resulted in superheated eruptions in the range of 1800K (called Ultra-mafic eruptions). But preliminary Galileo data suggests temperatures soaring as high as 2000K. Lopes says, “If
those temperatures are true, we can’t explain them” with current models. Comments
Johnson, “Those temperatures are getting embarrassingly hot, even for rock.”
As we paint Io, it is important to keep in mind that one common characteristic of
terrestrial volcanoes curiously missing on Io is a shield or mountain built up around
volcanic craters. Torrence Johnson says, “It may be that eruptions are so ubiquitous
that no one site has a chance to build higher than others.” Rosaly Lopes adds, “To
build a shield you need lots of lava piling up. But most calderas on Io are holes in the
ground. They recycle their material inside. Eruptions in a vacuum spread out. A lot
of the plume is fine particles or gas.”
Which brings us back to Tupan. The many varied hues, textures and extraordinary coloration of Io are represented in this single feature. Most of Io’s brilliant
surface hues can be attributed to sulfur dioxide, which goes through dramatic color
changes as it cools. Molten material is most often black, changing as it cools into
red, orange and yellow. Sulfur dioxide frost also powders the landscape in blue and
white. And don’t forget those dramatic green golf courses. Tupan sprawls some 75
km across the Ionian plains, sporting a multicolored, fractured surface encircled by
3000 foot high cliffs. “It has cracks all around it,” says Lopes. “One scientist thought
someone had outlined things in the image with a black pen!” Tupan has islands and
strips of the golf course terrain. Its green hues could be caused by sulfur, or by a
glassy volcanic material called olivine. Whatever its cause, Tupan’s bright face is a
microcosm of the beautiful, varied and completely alien environment of Io. It’s a fun
target to paint, too!
(Note: excerpts of this article are courtesy of Astronomy Now magazine)

SPACE SCIENCE NOTES
Our own Dr. Bill Hartmann penned a few notes on the email list regarding cratering
some time ago, and we thought we’d run them. Bill says, “Being swamped with backlogged email, I just dipped into this crater thread, and you guys have probably already
covered these topics, and I remember writing a note about this a few years ago, but
maybe the following notes are helpful, so here goes...”
1. Crater sizes
Besides the issue of randomly spacing the circles, there is the issue of the size of
circles themselves. Asteroids, meteorites, and all broken fragments, and therefore
the craters made by them, have a natural distribution of sizes. A rough rule of thumb,
especially at sizes larger than 1 km, which you see from space, is that every time you
go down by a factor of 2 in size, you must put in 4 times as many craters. Example:
if you start with one 4 cm crater on your artwork, then at 2-cm size put in four cra-
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2002 Rudaux Awards cont.
added living legends Jack Coggins, Fredrick C. Durant III and Robert McCall to complete the initial inductees. New recipients are reviewed annually, and in 2001 David A.
Hardy (a former President of the IAAA) received the Award. Now in 2002, the following
artists have been elected.
ANDREI SOKOLOV, who can be rightly called the dean of Russian Space Art, is an
enormously prolific and influential artist. He has been active for decades in promoting
the recognition of Space Art both in his own country and abroad. Born in 1931, Sokolov
studied art at the Moscow Architectural Institute and later became a member of the
USSR Artist Union, where he was the chairman of the Cosmic Group. He has held
numerous exhibitions both in the former Soviet Union, Russia, and abroad, including the USA, Germany, Holland and Japan. His art work has been published in many
American books and magazines, including “Air & Space” and in seven books of his
own (some in collaboration with Alexei Leonov). He also co-authored “In the Stream
of Stars”.
Dr WILLIAM K. HARTMANN, who is internationally known as a planetary scientist, an
astronomical artist and a writer, discovered space art as a boy, through the articles,
books and paintings of Chesley Bonestell. Born in 1939, his grandfather also being
a painter, Hartmann produced his own first space art as a teenager. His publishing
began in his thirties in articles and textbooks, as well as Ron Miller’s “Space Art”, for
which he also wrote the foreword. He has co-authored and co-illustrated, with Miller,
astronomy books “The Grand Tour”, “Out of the Cradle”, “Cycles of Fire” and “In the
Stream of Stars”. Hartmann has also written and illustrated numerous articles, produced two college textbooks in multiple editions and several novels. He continues to
direct his creativity towards more international collaboration in space art so as to promote more general awareness of exploration as a mutually shared human adventure.
Kara Szathmary IAAA President and Chairman of the Board

Business
IAAA European VP David Hardy notes: “I just found a whole page of my images, apparently from my Second Nature Screensaver ‘David A Hardy’s Fantastic Space’, and with
quite big zoomed versions, but with no credit, link, etc., at: http://space4.home.ro/
scdx.html . There’s a whole lot of stuff by our other artists, too. I’m not sure if this
particular site has been brought up on our listserve before, but has anyone managed
to contact them or have any input -- ? Thanks, Dave”
Ed. note: IAAA artists occasionally come across websites and publishers who use
images seemingly without permission. Sometimes the use of member artwork can be
explained as an honest mistake by an web enthusiast or publisher, and other times
images are published with the user’s full knowledge that what they are doing is in
violation of copyright. PULSAR will present more information on these matters in
upcoming issues.
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SPACE SCIENCE

of the crust many kilometers downstream. An archetypal flow is associated with the
Prometheus volcanic vent, whose eruptions reach 80 km into the airless sky. In the 17
years between Voyager and Galileo, the Prometheus plume had moved some 70 km
to the west. “This was really puzzling,” says Lopes. Scientists studying Galileo data
realized that the volcanic source of Prometheus had not actually moved, but the lava
flow had. As lava moved across the landscape, it crusted over. 70 km away, the lava
broke out again, interacting with sulfur dioxide ice. This interaction gave birth to the
visible plumes that erupt today.
Torrence Johnson compares the plumes on Io to geysers. “They have far
more in common with Yellowstone than with Mt. Saint Helens.” Volcanologist Susan

Painting ©2002 Michael Carroll

The Strange Case of Tupan Caldera
By Michael Carroll

In the course of its spectacular nine year jovian mission, the Galileo spacecraft uncovered many strange and wondrous things about Jupiter’s moon Io: lava curtains billowing several kilometers into the sky, super-powerful “Pillan” eruptions with
temperatures and pressures far beyond any current terrestrial volcanism, mysterious
“golf course” areas of green lava, and fantastic mountains nearly as high as Everest
rising from flat plains along fault zones.
One of the most intriguing features is called Tupan Caldera. Tupan is the Thunder God
of Brazillian mythology, and was named by JPL’s volcanologist Rosaly Lopez, who is
of Brazillian descent. Tupan typifies the most common volcanic type on Io, lava lakes.
These hot spots appear as collapsed holes in the plains. The most classic example of
these formations is the feature called Loki (named after the Norse God of fire). Loki
is a volcanic crater, or caldera, filled with a lava lake some 200 km across. Galileo infrared observations show an incandescent shore along one edge of the lake, similar to
the Kilauea and Halemaumau lava lakes on Hawaii. In these lakes, cooled lava forms
a crust that breaks up as it collides with the caldera wall.
The second type of volcanic feature common on Io is lava flow. Molten rock
has raced across nearly every square meter photographed by spacecraft. The longest
flow is Amirani, which stretches across 300 km of rolling plains. Many flows are insulated, meaning that a crust of cooled lava covers them. Magma frequently breaks out
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Tupan caldera on Io, as imaged by Galileo. NASA photo.

Keifer estimates that if Yellowstone’s Old Faithful geyser was transported to the low
gravity and near vacuum of Io, it’s terrestrial 50-meter-high gush would blossom to a
35 km altitude.
The third type of volcanic feature is the most dramatic. Pillaen eruptions
emit the highest plumes seen anywhere in the solar system. An encounter in August
of 2001 provided scientists their first direct contact with Ionian material. As Galileo
swooped within 194 km of the surface, it flew through a slurry of microscopic icy particles. Plasma Science team leader Dr. Lou Frank said, “Galileo smelled the volcano’s
strong breath and survived.” Scientists are still analyzing the data to learn just what
Winter 2002
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